TimeControl®
and
Microsoft Project Professional/Standard
Creating the basic elements of organizational project management requires a system for both planning and tracking work and providing analysis from those systems to decision makers. If you have chosen Microsoft Project Standard or Professional as your planning system, you are in good company. Microsoft Project is the undisputed industry leader in desktop project planning. But what can you do to track your tasks both for project management as well as other financial functions such as billing, payroll, HR and time and attendance?

**TimeControl** is HMS Software's popular enterprise timesheet system which has been a leader in the market since its first release in 1994. TimeControl is designed to provide timesheet information to both Microsoft Project and Finance simultaneously. TimeControl integrates with Microsoft Project and corporate systems to provide the fundamental building block needed by any organization: *time*. TimeControl includes all the timesheet functionality that any organization requires to be effective. Its tremendous flexibility allows the system to track project time, non-project time, leave time and more. The system can be used as a simple time and-attendance timesheet and be integrated directly to Payroll or used as a multi-purpose timesheet for time and attendance, project tracking, R&D tax credits and more. Use TimeControl's “Validation Rules” to create an unlimited number of business rules to check timesheets before they're even released for approval. Validation Rules can be applied to all personnel or selected groups.
**Microsoft Project and TimeControl have been integrated since 1995**

**TimeControl: the multi-purpose timesheet system**

While TimeControl is able to cater to the needs of the organization’s Finance and Human Resources, it excels when tasked with tracking time for project management. TimeControl was one of the first timesheets ever to link directly to Microsoft Project. TimeControl supports multiple versions of Microsoft Project and Project Server simultaneously allowing thousands of projects to populate the TimeControl database. Data can be linked into TimeControl or linked from Project into TimeControl and back to Project to make a complete cycle.

While TimeControl includes its own web interface, it can also be installed directly into SharePoint, making the world’s most popular collaboration system part of your new project environment.

**Integrating TimeControl and Project is as simple as 1, 2, 3**

1. First, use Microsoft Project to create your planned schedule.
2. Next, the project into the TimeControl project list and point that to your Microsoft Project MPP file. You can now load TimeControl with all the tasks and assignments from Project and they will appear in the appropriate timesheets.
3. Finally, add and approve your timesheets and then ask TimeControl to update Microsoft Project with the Actual Work (hours) as well as optionally, the resource costs, the expenses and even the Estimate to Complete information. Project updates your project automatically and you are now tracking your schedule with auditable TimeControl data!

**TimeControl includes a Matrix Approval Process for Labor Actuals™**

TimeControl’s approval functionality is extensive and you can easily structure approvals for both project and non-project purposes. Once your data has been approved, it is not only available for Project Standard and Professional but also for your other corporate systems or services such as Payroll, Human Resources, Billing and your Finance/ERP environment. TimeControl will always keep a completely auditable record so you can use the data for R&D, the DCAA and other government compliance requirements.
TimeControl is a powerful, flexible, timesheet system designed to integrate with Microsoft Project, HR, Payroll, Billing and other corporate systems.

TimeControl functionality

TimeControl is an electronic timesheet system designed to serve multiple needs at once of both Finance and Project Management.

Subscribe online or Install on premises
TimeControl is available both for purchase and installation at your premises and as a hosted Timesheet as a Service subscription in the Cloud. Either way, you can link directly to Microsoft Project.

Timesheet Approvals
TimeControl supports HMS Software’s unique Matrix Approval Process for Labor Actuals™ and includes the remarkable automated Validation Rules.

Vacation Approvals
TimeControl’s TimeRequest™ module is included to allow you to request and approve vacations or other personal time off. Once approved, it will automatically appear in your timesheet.

TimeControl Mobile
TimeControl includes a mobile interface so you can access or approve timesheets on your iPhone, Blackberry, Android or Windows 7 Mobile Smartphone!

E-mail Enabled
TimeControl allows email notification to be sent for various events such as timesheet rejection or missing timesheets, incomplete or non-approved timesheets.

Expense Reports
TimeControl includes extensive expense report functionality. Users can enter an unlimited number of expense report items for each timesheet line.

Links to Project Management
Aside from Microsoft Project Standard and Professional, TimeControl also includes direct links to Microsoft Project Server, Deltek’s Open Plan and Cobra and Oracle-Primavera scheduling tools.

Reporting
TimeControl’s reporting engine looks just like Excel™. Reports can even be saved in Excel or HTML format. TimeControl’s Reporting Wizards make report generation easy. Predefined reports are available in a variety of formats which include posted timesheet data, table lists, a timesheets image and missing timesheet reports.
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